A large group was forming around JFA volunteer Lori Navrodtzke as she spoke with a student named Julie at our University of Kansas (KU) outreach last month. Intrigued, I also listened in.

Julie seemed opposed to our attempts to change people’s views about the morality of abortion because she believed that morals are relative. She explained that society sets moral standards based on what it thinks is beneficial for people. I requested permission to ask a clarifying question.

**Joanna:** From the little I’ve heard of your conversation, it sounds to me like you’ve asserted that we [at JFA] are wrong to impose our standard of morality on others. Is that correct?

**Julie:** Yes. That is what I meant.

**Joanna:** If you make that assertion, isn’t that action [of asserting that JFA is wrong] imposing your standard of morality on us? Your view does not seem to line up with itself.

In other words, her claim seemed to be self-refuting. She then agreed there was a problem in her claim, but only as I had presented it.

As she clarified her position, I saw that I had equivocated on her use of the term “wrong.” Perhaps she didn’t mean that it is *unjust* (morally wrong) to make a moral claim about abortion. Perhaps she really meant that we were *mistaken* (logically wrong) in claiming that there is any such thing as objective moral truth.

“Maybe she isn’t making a moral claim at all,” I wondered. She confirmed what I was thinking.

**Julie:** You can say whatever you want about your beliefs, but those beliefs don’t make it bad for someone else to do something contrary to them.

Sensing that I had been missing her intent, I asked another clarifying question.

**Joanna:** Do you reject the idea of objective truth in general, or do you only reject the idea of objective moral truth specifically?

**Julie:** I only reject the idea of objective moral truth.

Clarifying this was extremely helpful to our conversation. In doing so, I realized she actually believed in truth and falsehood – just not truth and falsehood regarding *moral* claims. She believed there are such things as false beliefs, and believed that one of my false beliefs was that there are objective moral wrongs (such as abortion). In other words, she believed there is an objective truth that morality is subjective.
She continued to clarify her thoughts.

**Julie:** *I do believe in objective truth. Truth is that which can be proven empirically.*

Now we were getting somewhere. She believed that truth is only that which is empirically proven (observed using the five senses). While my concern about self-refutation missed the mark with her previous statement, it was clearly appropriate now. I attempted to help her see the problem.

**Joanna:** Julie, can you empirically prove the statement that you just made?

(In other words, “*Can your statement hold to its own standard?”*) Her statement about empirical proof would have to be proved by philosophical means, not empirical – but the statement itself didn’t leave room for any philosophical statements to be taken seriously!

This conversation clarified a number of things for me. First, while the denial of objective truth is self-refuting, the denial of moral truth is not necessarily self-refuting. Sure, if Julie had meant, “It is morally wrong to say any action is morally wrong,” that claim would have been self-refuting because the act of making the claim would violate the meaning of the claim itself. But Julie didn’t make that claim. By using the word “wrong,” she made it possible for me to confuse her meaning. She had actually meant that we were “mistaken” rather than morally wrong.

As it turned out, Julie did have a view that was self-refuting – the very common claim that truth is only that which can be empirically proven. That’s a claim that can’t live by its own rules. So, unlike the claim, “You’re wrong (incorrect) to think there are moral rules,” (which is false for other reasons), this claim, “Truth is only that which can be proven empirically,” actually is self-refuting because one can’t know that the statement itself is true through empirical means. If the statement is true, then it is also false. Now, that’s a problem!

In talking with Julie, I experienced the importance of “listening to reflect,” rather than “listening simply to refute.” We need to be careful to try to understand what people mean before we accuse them of holding contradictory points of view. When I asserted that Julie’s initial claim was self-refuting, I was assuming I understood what she meant by “wrong.” When I stepped back and listened more carefully, it became clear I had misunderstood her. This further listening proved to be providential. By listening to understand her view clearly, I was able to ask better questions, which put us on the path of finding truth together.

---

**Joanna’s October Events**

10/4: Joanna’s 22nd Birthday!

10/5 & 10/6: *Abortion: From Debate to Dialogue* (ADD) seminar for Trinity Baptist, Pursuit College Ministry Fall Retreat, Norman, OK

10/15: ADD seminar for Community Christian School, Norman, OK

10/16 & 10/17: Outreach to University of Oklahoma, Norman, OK

10/21: ADD seminar for community members, Stillwater, OK

10/22: ADD seminar for Southwest Covenant Schools, Yukon, OK

10/23: ADD seminar for Christian Heritage Academy, Del City, OK

10/24-10/26: Outreach to Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK

---

*Name changed for sake of privacy.*
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At JFA, I am privileged to work closely with my brothers Jon (middle) and Steve (right). We are pictured here at KU.